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ABSTRACT 

The current study examined the effectiveness of a video modeling procedure on a basic 

math skill acquisition in students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) using a multiple 

probe across students design.  Participants were four kindergarten/first grade students in a 

self-contained classroom in an urban public school.  All met the criteria for ASD prior to 

beginning the study.  The independent variable included a video model teaching a basic 

math skill.  The dependent variable was correct student response.  Results indicated that 

one of the four students responded to the intervention immediately and these skills 

maintained over time.  However, the other three students did not respond to video 

modeling instruction.  Conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the video modeling 

procedure for teaching math skills were inconclusive.  Implications for further research 

are addressed.      
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INTRODUCTION 

 The National Institute of Mental Health (2005) described Autism Spectrum 

Disorders (ASD) as developmental disorders characterized by deficits in social 

interactions, verbal and nonverbal communication, repetitive and stereotyped behaviors 

or interests, and responses to sensory stimulation.  Reliable diagnosis of ASD generally 

occurs by the age of three, although the characteristics are typically evident to parents 

and doctors prior to the age of one.   

Diagnosis generally follows the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental 

Disorders-Fourth Edition-Text Revision (American Psychiatric Association, 2001), 

which outlines that one must present with six of the 12 possible characteristics in order to 

obtain a diagnosis of ASD.  The identified characteristics include impairment in 

nonverbal behavior, inability to develop peer relationships, lack of initiating contact with 

others, lack of social/emotional reciprocity, spoken language delays, impairment in 

conversational skills, stereotyped/repetitive use of language, lack of pretend play, 

preoccupation with stereotyped/repetitive patterns, inflexible routines, 

stereotyped/repetitive motor mannerisms, and preoccupation with parts of objects 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2001).   

Reliable and early diagnosis is critical in order to implement early intervention.  

Although early interventions are important for success, ASD are life-long disorders that 

carry significant implications for education, social development, and community 

adjustment (Ruble & Gallagher, 2004).     

 Parents and teachers of children with ASD frequently become frustrated by the 

unique learning style of their students.  Special interventions and teaching strategies are 
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often required for many students with ASD.  Some of these interventions/strategies may 

include discrete trial training, structured teaching, picture exchange communication 

system (e.g. PECS), environmental supports, active engagement, pivotal response 

training, in-vivo modeling, and video modeling (Ruble & Gallagher, 2004).  Determining 

the most effective approach for a particular student presents difficulties for parents and 

teachers. 

 Recent studies concerning teaching students with ASD have focused on the 

strategy of modeling, specifically video modeling.  Video modeling has been defined as 

showing a video of a model (as opposed to a live model) performing an exact version of a 

behavior and/or task for a child to imitate in an effort to learn the new behavior and/or 

task (Banda, Matuszny, & Turkan, 2007; LeBlanc, Coates, Daneshvar, Charlop-Christy, 

Morris, & Lancaster, 2003; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2004).  

Banda et. al (2007) outlined an 11-step process for conducting video modeling 

interventions ranging from defining the target behavior through promoting maintenance 

and generalization.  Meta-analyses of current literature suggest that this video modeling 

procedure may be an effective strategy to promote skill acquisition in children with ASD 

(Ayres & Langone, 2005; Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Delano, 2007; McCoy & 

Hermansen, 2007).   

Video modeling procedures have been used with students with ASD or other 

disabilities in studies examining the acquisition of many different skills.  For example, 

research suggests that the video modeling technique increases social initiations in play, 

appropriate play, pretend play, and prosocial behavior during play in children with ASD 

(D’Ateno, Mangiapanello, & Taylor, 2003; Kroeger, Schultz, & Newsom, 2006; 
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MacDonald, Clark, Garrigan, & Vangala, 2005; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003; 

Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2004; Paterson & Arco, 2007; Reagon, Higbee, & Endicott, 2006; 

Taylor, Levin, & Jasper, 1999).  Additionally, video modeling paired with feedback has 

been used successfully to teach functional skills effectively such as purchasing, toilet 

training, meal preparation, and various other daily tasks (e.g. mailing a letter, pet care, 

table setting, etc.) (Alcantara, 1994; Haring, Kennedy, Adams, & Pitts-Conway, 1987; 

Keen, Brannigan, & Cuskelly, 2007; Rehfeldt, Dahman, Young, Cherry, & Davis, 2003; 

Shipley-Benamou, Lutzker, & Taubman, 2002).   

Research also suggests that speech and language skills have been enhanced 

through the use of video models.  Specifically, video modeling (paired or unpaired with 

feedback) has improved responding behavior, conversational speech, spontaneous 

requesting, and general communication (Baharav & Darling, 2008; Buggey, Toombs, 

Gardener, & Cervetti, 1999; Charlop & Milstein, 1989; Maione & Mirenda, 2006; 

Scattone, 2008; Sherer, Pierce, Paredes, Kisacky, Ingersoll, & Schreibman, 2001; Wert & 

Neisworth, 2003).  The unique and abstract skill of understanding another person’s 

perspective presents a challenge to parents and teachers attempting to teach the skill to a 

child with ASD.  However, studies have demonstrated the perspective-taking skill can be 

taught quickly and effectively through the use of video models (Charlop-Christy & 

Daneshvar, 2003; LeBlanc, Coates, Daneshvar, Charlop-Christy, Morris, & Lancaster, 

2003).   

Much of the literature on the effects of video modeling on skill acquisition in 

people with ASD focuses on functional/life skills, which tend to be the pertinent skills 

necessary for them to live a productive life.  However, in the early intervention and early 
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school-age years, it is also important for children with ASD to learn the basic pre-

academic and academic skills necessary to foster functional skills later in life.  For 

example, basic reading skills are necessary in order to respond to environmental signs for 

safety purposes.  Similarly, printing/writing ones name and basic writing skills are 

important skills to master before adulthood.  The basics of math are also important in 

order to learn to use money effectively.  To date, the literature on specific academic skills 

being taught through the use of video modeling is limited.  One such study indicated that 

a specific computer-based package including a video model and a video reward fostered 

generative spelling for a particular student with ASD (Kinney, Vedora, & Stromer, 2003).  

However, research continues to be limited in the area assessing the effects of video 

modeling on pre-academic/academic skill acquisition.  With relevance to the educational 

setting, this lack of literature presents as a significant problem in determining effective 

strategies to use in teaching pre-academic/academic skills, such as mathematical 

concepts, to children with ASD.   

Statement of the Problem 

 Literature on the effects of video modeling on skill acquisition in children with 

ASD is a relatively new interest in single subject research.  Video modeling procedures 

have been used in studies evaluating the acquisition of social initiation, conversational 

skills, perspective-taking, appropriate play, and functional skills.  However, literature is 

limited on the effects of video modeling on the acquisition of pre-academic/academic 

skills.  The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of video modeling 

procedures on the acquisition of pre-academic mathematical skills in students with ASD 

ranging from age 5 to 7.   
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Specific questions addressed were: 

1. Does the use of the video modeling procedure paired with feedback increase 

the acquisition of pre-academic mathematical skills in children with ASD? 

2. Do the acquired skills maintain after the intervention phase? 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 This chapter reviews pertinent literature on the effectiveness of the video 

modeling procedure with children with ASD.  The review begins with research on in vivo 

versus video modeling methodology and the benefits of using self or other as the model.  

Next, the review outlines literature examining the effectiveness of video modeling when 

used to teach various skills, including social and play skills, transition behavior, 

perspective taking skills, communication skills, daily living skills, and academic tasks.  

Finally, this chapter reviews the literature on the developmental aspects of math 

acquisition. 

In Vivo versus Video Modeling 

 Charlop-Christy, Le, and Freeman (2000) compared the effectiveness of in vivo 

versus video modeling on skill acquisition in children with ASD by using a multiple 

baseline design across children, within child across two modeling conditions, and within 

modeling conditions across two tasks. Specifically, the researchers assessed the (a) 

effects of in vivo versus video modeling across two tasks, (b) generalizability of acquired 

skills, and (c) time and cost efficiency of the two procedures.  Five children (Erin, Jerry, 

Jeff, Greg, and Tony) between the ages of seven and eleven participated in the study.  

Each child had a previous diagnosis of ASD and attended an after school behavior 

therapy program.  Mental ages of the subjects ranged between 4 years-4 months to 6 

years-9 months.  Criteria for participation in the study included parent report of watching 

television for a total of 30-60 minutes per day and having nonverbal imitation repertoires.  

Dependent variables included a series of target behaviors that were different for each 

child but included labeling of emotions, independent play, spontaneous greetings, oral 
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comprehension, conversational skills, cooperative play, self-help skills, and social play.  

Two trained observers rated correct and incorrect responses by observing through a one-

way mirror.  Reliability data were taken for 50% of all tasks and interobserver agreement 

(IOA) ranged form 90-100% for all children. 

 Researchers chose tasks to be utilized during modeling based on the individual 

needs of each child.  Each task was randomly assigned to one of two conditions – in vivo 

or video modeling.  In both conditions, a familiar adult acted as the model.  In vivo 

modeling consisted of a live model performing the task in front of the child two times.  

After the model completed the task, the child was asked to perform it.   

 During the video modeling condition, the child watched a model perform a task 

on the video two times and then was asked to perform the task.  Generalization data were 

taken across different stimuli, persons, and settings during baseline and again three to 

five days after criterion was met.  Time and cost efficiency was measured in several 

ways.  First, the amount of time it took to train models for each condition was recorded.  

Second, researchers documented the amount of time each model was used during the in 

vivo condition and the amount of time it took to make a video.  Third, a monetary 

formula was used to determine how much a typical research assistant would have made 

as a model.  Finally, the cost of the videotape was included.   

 Results indicated that quicker skill acquisition occurred in the video modeling 

condition.  In addition, generalization occurred after video modeling but not after in vivo 

modeling.  Moreover, the cost and efficiency analysis indicated that the video cost less 

and appeared to be more efficient than in vivo modeling.  Overall, this study suggested 
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that video modeling was an effective and efficient means for rapid skill acquisition and 

generalization in children with ASD.  

 

Self versus Other as a Model 

 Sherer et al. (2001) applied a combination of a single participant multiple baseline 

design and an alternating treatments design in order to replicate the finding that using 

video modeling produces rapid skill acquisition, compare the effectiveness of self versus 

other as a model, and investigate characteristics that might be associated with positive 

treatment outcomes.  Five male children with ASD between the ages of 3 years-11 

months and 11 years-2 months participated. Criteria for participation included lack of the 

ability to maintain social conversation and the parental desire to teach the children to 

answer simple conversational questions.  The dependent variable, conversation skills, 

was defined as the child’s correct response to a question within five seconds of an initial 

question and then a correct return question.  Correct responses to questions were defined 

a priori via parent interview.  Participants were videotaped and correct/incorrect 

responses were recorded.  A second observer recorded data for 33% of all sessions.  IOA 

ranged from 88-100%, with an average of 99%.   

 Baseline data included asking each child a series of 20 questions.  These questions 

were then divided into three groups to be used in each condition and during 

generalization.  Two videotapes were constructed for each child, one with “self” as a 

model and one with “other” as a model.  Each video depicted the model having a 

conversation with an adult answering the assigned questions for that condition.  During 

the “other” tape, the experimenter asked a question, the peer model replied, the peer 
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model asked a question, and then the experimenter replied.  During the “self” tape, the 

same sequence of events occurred.  However, an additional person was present for 

prompting.  The session was videotaped and then edited later to produce a video that 

appeared to be an appropriate conversational sequence.   

 Each child viewed the designated video three times prior to going to sleep at 

night.  The next day, the experimenter asked the series of questions corresponding to the 

video watched the previous night.  The schedule alternated days between the “self” and 

“other” videos.  This continued until a preset criterion was met (i.e., 100% correct 

responding or failure to show an increase in responding over several weeks).  Follow-up 

data were collected two months later.  

 Results indicated variability among subjects.  Two subjects, Sam and Jack, 

responded positively to video treatment, meaning that skill acquisition occurred rapidly in 

both conditions.  Sam went from 0% to 100% correct responding after only two sessions 

of the “self” video and improved from 0% correct responding to 100% after 14 sessions 

of the “other” video.  Jack reached criterion after six sessions of “self” and after five 

sessions of “other.”  One subject, Luke, reached skill acquisition more slowly.  During 

baseline, Luke did not answer or return questions. However, he reached criterion after 

seven sessions of the “other” video and after 15 sessions of the “self” video.  The last two 

subjects, Chuck and Joey, failed to meet the criterion for skill acquisition entirely.  

During baseline, Chuck engaged in 0% correct conversation, but peaked at 60% for the 

“self” video and at 68% for the “other” video (after 30 and 38 sessions, respectively).  

Joey’s pattern was similar to Chuck’s, with 0% at baseline, increases to 25% after video 

modeling, and no further increases after treatment.   
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 Sherer et al. (2001) concluded that video modeling was an effective and rapid 

treatment approach.  This study supported the idea that using “other” as a model was just 

as effective as using “self” as a model.  The question then arises as to the cost-

effectiveness of self-modeling. 

Video Modeling for Skill Acquisition 

Social Skills and Play Skills 

Social initiation and reciprocal play.  Nikopoulos and Keenan (2003) used a 

multiple treatment design across subjects along with an A-B design for one student to 

examine the effectiveness of video modeling on social initiation and whether increases in 

appropriate play were facilitated when social initiation occurred.  Seven children with 

ASD (John W., Thomas, Gordon, David, Donald, Steven, and Ellen) between the ages of 

nine and fifteen participated in the study.  All children attended a residential school for 

children with developmental disabilities and learning disabilities.  In addition, all had 

restricted nonverbal imitation skills.  In addition to ASD, many of the children had 

comorbid diagnoses.   

The first target behavior, latency to social initiation, was defined as “the targeted 

child approaching the experimenter, emitting any verbal (e.g. ‘Let’s play’) or gestural 

(e.g. taking him by the hand) behavior previously viewed on the videotape, and leading 

him towards the pertinent toy” (Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003, p. 91).  The second target 

behavior, time spent in appropriate play, was defined as “the total time spent by each 

child when engaged in play with the experimenter using any toy (i.e. pertinent or other) 

in the manner for which it was intended” (Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003, p. 91).  Each 

child was videotaped during each session.  Behaviors were measured through observation 
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by recording occurrence and duration.  A social validity measure was included, which 

required ten mothers to identify scenes in which the child engaged in social initiation.  A 

second observer, who was naïve to the purposes of the study, recorded data for 31% of 

the sessions.  IOA ranged from 92-100% across children, with an average of 98%.  IOA 

for social initiation was 100% and for time spent in appropriate play ranged from 92-

99%, with an average of 97%.   

 The researchers conducted two types of baseline sessions, one with all the toys 

present and one with only the pertinent toy present.  The independent variable, video 

modeling, consisted of a 35-s video with one of three models – familiar adult, peer, or 

unfamiliar adult.  In each video, the experimenter and model entered a room, the 

experimenter sat in a chair, and the model wandered around the room for a few seconds. 

The model then approached the experimenter and took the experimenter by the hand, 

saying, “Let’s play.” Then the model led the experimenter to the pertinent toy, and the 

model and experimenter played with that toy for approximately 15 s.  Each child watched 

the video individually and then was taken into the same room seen in the video.  The 

child was then tested for social initiation and reciprocal play.  If a social initiation 

occurred within 25-s for three consecutive sessions, then the child was moved to the next 

condition.  Generalization measures were taken across toys, settings, and peers. 

 Results indicated that four of the seven participants exhibited social initiation 

more when only the pertinent toy was present.  Three of the seven participants displayed 

no evidence of social initiation across any condition.  Time spent in appropriate play 

increased from baseline to treatment an average of 215 s for Steven, 90 s for John W., 
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and 53.5 s for Donald.  Time spent in appropriate play tended to increase across 

conditions for Ellen.   

The researchers concluded that, for four out of the seven participants, video 

modeling enhanced both social initiation and reciprocal play across a number of 

conditions.  These four children generalized across settings, peers, and toys. Effects 

maintained at both the one- and two-month follow-ups.  This study suggested that social 

initiation was more likely to be imitated when only the pertinent toy was present in the 

experimental room.  It is important to note that three of the seven participants never 

engaged in social initiation.  A limitation was that participants had varying degrees of 

ASD, which may explain the differences in performance.   

Three boys (Daniel, Christopher, and Andrew) between the ages of seven and 

nine participated in a follow-up study by Nikopoulos and Keenan (2004), which used a 

multiple baseline design across subjects to examine the effects of video modeling on 

social initiation and reciprocal play.  Each child was previously diagnosed with ASD and 

scored within the mild-to-moderate range on the Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS, 

Schopler, Reichler, & Renner, 2002).  The first target behavior, social initiation, was 

defined as the child approaching the experimenter, expressing a verbal or gestural 

behavior, and leading the experimenter toward a toy.  The second target behavior, 

reciprocal play, was defined as the child engaging in play with the experimenter using 

any toy in an appropriate manner.  The behaviors were measured by recording latency to 

social initiation and total duration of reciprocal play.  A second observer recorded data 

for 55% of the sessions.  IOA ranged from 94-100%, with an average of 98%. 
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The procedure included a baseline session (A) and three video modeling 

conditions.  In each modeling condition, every child viewed a 35 s video and then was 

taken into an experimental room containing toys.  If social initiation occurred within 25 s 

for three consecutive sessions, then the child was moved to the next condition.  The basic 

video for the first condition displayed a typically developing peer approaching the 

experimenter, who was seated, taking him by the hand saying, “Let’s play,” and playing 

with him for approximately 15 s with the toy closest to his seat.   

During baseline, no video model was shown. The first experimental condition 

(B1) was identical to baseline except that the child viewed the video first.  The second 

condition (B2) was the same sequence of events as the first video merely simplified (i.e., 

the peer modeled the response, however the interactive play with the experimenter was 

deleted).  The third condition (C) was developed to determine whether participants would 

initiate play using a different toy than that on the video.  In this condition, the toy viewed 

on the video was removed from the experimental room.  Follow-up tests were conducted 

one month and three months after the conclusion of the experiment.   

No instances of social initiation occurred during baseline.  Results of the 

experiment indicated that only one child, Daniel, initiated social play for about one-

minute during B1.  During B2, the other children engaged in social initiation as Daniel 

had.  Reciprocal play time varied from 45-100 s for Christopher and from 50-88 s for 

Andrew.  Follow-up sessions indicated that latencies to social initiation were low for each 

boy.  However, reciprocal play time was similar to B1.     

The authors concluded that video modeling enhanced social initiation and 

reciprocal play skills.  The ability or mental-age level of each boy was unknown.  
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Without specific demographics, it would be difficult to replicate such a study.  In 

addition, the fact that toys were removed or added during condition C was not addressed.   

Play-related statements.  Taylor et al. (1999) conducted two experiments using a 

multiple probe design across three play activities to assess the effects of video modeling 

in teaching children with ASD to engage in play statements with siblings at home.  Two 

boys with ASD, ages 6 (Jack) and 9 (Manuel) participated along with their 8- and 6-year 

old siblings, respectively.  The dependent variable for Jack was the percentage of scripted 

play comments; for Manuel, it was the number of scripted and unscripted play comments.  

Scripted play comments were defined as comments viewed on the videotape.  Unscripted 

play comments were defined as any play-related statements presented in a full sentence 

and appropriate to the context.  Frequency data were collected. IOA for both participants 

during baseline was 100% and mean agreement during probe sessions for both 

participants was 97%. 

During the baseline phase of experiment 1, Jack and his sister were told to “play 

together” with the toys presented.  No probes or prompts occurred during this phase.  

During the intervention phase, Jack watched a video of his sister and an adult playing 

three times.  He was then provided with play materials to use with an adult.  The adult 

praised and rewarded Jack for any imitations of scripted comments used from the video.  

Results indicated that Jack learned to state most play comments after video modeling for 

each of the three tasks (i.e., 80% scripted comments for airplane activity, 70% scripted 

comments for picnic activity, and 100% scripted comments for the dinosaur and cars 

activities).  The video modeling intervention proved to be effective in teaching Jack 

scripted play statements. 
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Experiment 2 used the same baseline procedures for Manuel. He and his brother 

were told to “play together” with the toys presented.  During the intervention phase, 

Manuel viewed the first four comments on the video and then was provided with the 

same stimulus materials for play.  If he provided any scripted or unscripted comments he 

was praised and given a reward.  Probes were conducted after Manuel completed a 

forward chaining procedure and met acquisition criteria during practice without 

reinforcement.  Results indicated that the forward chaining video modeling procedure 

was effective in eliciting both scripted and unscripted play statements.  The researchers 

concluded that the video modeling procedure was an effective means of teaching and 

eliciting scripted and unscripted play statements in both boys across three different play 

activities.   

Reagon et al. (2006) also examined the effectiveness of using siblings as video 

models and play partners in a study with a four-year-old boy diagnosed with ASD.  The 

study used an AB design replicated across four play scenarios designed to teach pretend 

play.  The dependent variable, responses, was divided into three possibilities: modeled 

behavior, defined as performing the correct action within 5 s of sibling’s 

action/statement, scripted statement, defined as verbally stating all words from a script 

within 5 s of sibling action/statement, and spontaneous words, defined as a novel 

word/statement contextually related to a scenario.  Percentage data of scripted/unscripted 

actions/statements were collected and IOA data were collected for 30% of all sessions. 

IOA ranged from 86-100% for modeled behavior and was 100% for scripted and 

spontaneous words. 
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The independent variable, video model, was presented during the intervention 

phase.  The participant was instructed to “watch TV” and then was shown one of the four 

play scenarios (i.e., firefighter, cowboy, doctor, or teacher).  After watching a video, the 

child was instructed to play with his sibling.  No other instructions, prompts, or 

reinforcers were provided.  For all four scenarios, the participant acquired actions and 

statements from the video model.  More specifically, for the firefighter sequence, he 

demonstrated consistency at a level approaching 100% over time.  During the cowboy 

scenario, he acquired 40% of the actions and statements, which increased over time to 50-

100%.  The doctor scenario elicited acquisition of actions quickly and statements 

increased to 60%.  Finally, during the teacher scenario, the participant acquired actions 

and statements up to 60%.  Even though an AB design was used, the researchers 

concluded that the results supported the effectiveness of the video modeling procedure in 

increasing pretend play.  They also concluded that a sibling can be used effectively as a 

model.  

Play skills.  Rachel, aged 3 years-8 months, served as the single subject in a study 

by D’Ateno et al. (2003), which used a multiple baseline design across response 

categories to assess the effects of video modeling on the acquisition of appropriate motor 

and verbal play sequences.  Rachel attended a center-based education program for 

children with ASD, where the study was conducted.  The first dependent variable, 

scripted verbal statements, was defined as a verbal statement that matched the statement 

made in a video allowing for the omission or substitution of one word.  The second 

dependent variable, unscripted verbal statements, was defined as any statement that did 

not meet the criteria for a scripted response but was still an appropriate contextual 
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statement with regard to the object and situation.  The third dependent variable, modeled 

motor responses, was defined as a motor response that matched the motor sequence as 

modeled in the video and was performed from start to finish.  The fourth dependent 

variable, not modeled motor responses, was defined as any motor response that did not 

meet the criteria for a modeled motor response but was still an appropriate contextual 

response with regard to the object and situation.   

Frequency data were collected to assess the effects of intervention.  A second 

observer scored 50% of baseline and intervention sessions. IOA ranged from 90-100% 

for modeled motor responses, with a mean of 99.7%, and ranged from 66-100% for not 

modeled motor responses, with a mean of 95%.  IOA ranged from 90-100% for scripted 

verbal responses, with a mean of 99.7%, and ranged from 60-100% for unscripted verbal 

responses, with a mean of 99.2%. 

Three videos were developed using an adult model and a doll.  During each video, 

the adult spoke to the doll by reading a script while manipulating additional stimulus 

materials according to a script.  Baseline sessions consisted of Rachel being presented 

with the toys and instructed to, “Play ___ [tea/party/shopping/baking].”  During 

intervention sessions, Rachel viewed one video in a separate room and, after a one-hour 

time lapse, was given access to the materials that were presented on the video and 

provided with the same instruction as in baseline.   

Results indicated that the number of modeled motor responses during the tea party 

sequence increased from a stable baseline of 2.0 per session to 9.8 per intervention 

session.  The number of not modeled motor responses went from a mean of 1.5 during 

baseline to 0.9 during intervention.  During the shopping sequence, the number of 
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modeled responses increased from an average of 4.2 during baseline to 9.8 during 

intervention.  The number of not modeled responses averaged 1.1 during baseline and 0.9 

during intervention.  Finally, during the baking sequence, the mean number of modeled 

responses increased from 0.5 to 4.4 per baseline and intervention sessions, respectively.  

The mean number of not modeled responses increased from 1.2 to 3.  Scripted verbal 

response results indicated that, during the tea party sequence, the mean number of 

responses increased from 0 during baseline to 7.6 during intervention sessions.  The mean 

number of unscripted responses was 0 and 0.5 for baseline and intervention sessions 

respectively.  During the shopping sequence, scripted verbal responses increased from an 

average of 0 in baseline to 6.1 per intervention session.  Unscripted verbal responses 

averaged 0.2 per baseline session and 0.8 per intervention session.  Finally, during the 

baking sequence, the mean number of scripted verbal responses increased from 0 per 

baseline to 4.5 per intervention session.  Unscripted verbal responses averaged 0.1 per 

baseline session and 0.9 per intervention session. 

Researchers concluded that the video modeling intervention led to increases in 

both motor and verbal responses.  In addition, video modeling was effective in 

encouraging longer play sequences with the target child without prompting, 

reinforcement, or correction.  However, the target child displayed limited 

novel/unscripted responding to tasks.  

MacDonald et al. (2005) used a multiple probe design within child across play 

sets to examine the effectiveness of a video modeling procedure on teaching long play 

sequences including verbal narration and motor actions to children with ASD.  

Participants included two boys with ASD (Andrew and James) who were ages 4 years 
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and 7 years, respectively.  The dependent variables included the total number of scripted 

verbalization and play actions along with the total number of unscripted verbalizations 

and play actions.  Verbalizations were defined as vocal statements ranging from single 

words to phrases of three-to-five words in length matching statements in the video model.  

Actions were defined as any motor response that matched actions of the video model and 

resulted in the same change in the environment.   

Sessions were videotaped and reviewed later for scoring purposes.  IOA was 

calculated for 40% of the sessions.  IOA was 90% for the town script, 96% for the ship 

script, and 99% for the house script.  IOA for play actions was 97% for the town script, 

99% for the ship script, and 96% for the house script.  IOA for unscripted play actions 

was 98%. 

Videos consisted of an adult acting out one of three play scripts with 

approximately 16 verbalizations and 14 actions.  Each student was required to watch the 

video two times consecutively.  Then, the student was given the cue, “It’s time to play.”  

No other prompting or reinforcement was given during the intervention phase.   

Results indicated that both students demonstrated increases in target behaviors 

during the intervention phase.  Andrew displayed significant increases in scripted 

verbalizations across all three scripts from baseline to intervention, from 0.33 to 13 for 

the town script, from 0.5 to 16 for the ship script, and from 0.5 to 16.5 for the house 

script.  Andrew also showed increases in scripted play actions from baseline to 

intervention:  from 4.3 to 13 for the town script, from 4.3 to 11 for the ship script, and 

from 4.3 to 13 for the house script.  James demonstrated similar increases in scripted 

verbalizations from baseline to intervention from 0 to 15, 1.2 to 16, and 1.3 to 17 for the 
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three scripts.  James also showed similar increases in scripted play actions, from 3 to 

13.5, 2.3 to 13.5, and 1.8 to 16, respectively.  Unscripted play actions increased only 

slightly for each boy during the intervention phase.  Researchers concluded that the video 

modeling procedure was effective in eliciting extended play sequences and increasing 

scripted verbalizations and play actions across play sets.   

Two boys (Luke and John) with ASD were the participants in a study that 

evaluated the effects of a video modeling procedure on generalization of independent toy 

play (Paterson & Arco, 2007).  The researchers used two designs, a multiple baseline 

across Luke’s behaviors to assess the effects of the video modeling, and a withdrawal 

design with John to assess generalization of play behavior.  The dependent variables were 

appropriate verbal and motor play.  Appropriate verbal play was defined as statements or 

play sounds related to both the toy and situation.  Appropriate motor play was defined as 

motor behavior or play action related to both the toy and the situation.  Additional data 

were collected on repetitive verbal and motor behavior specific to identical statements as 

heard in the video model and identical motor actions as seen in the video model, 

respectively.  Observational data were collected with a 10 s partial interval recording 

system.  A second observer collected data during 46% of the sessions with Luke and 48% 

of the sessions with John.  IOA ranged from 97-99% for Luke and for John. 

Each video depicted a young male adult engaging in appropriate verbal and motor 

play behavior specific to the toy and situation.  The length of each video was 

approximately two minutes.  During the intervention phase, each child watched one video 

two times consecutively and then was presented with the same play materials.  The 
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researchers used prompting to get the child to watch the video and provided verbal praise 

for appropriate play behaviors. 

Results indicated significant increases in Luke’s appropriate play, both verbally 

and motorically, from baseline to intervention.  In baseline, Luke engaged in appropriate 

verbal play 8% of the time for toy 1, 19% with toy 2, and 40% with toy 3.  However, 

appropriate verbal play increased during the intervention phase for each toy, to 77%, 

86%, and 90%, respectively.  Similarly, during baseline, Luke demonstrated appropriate 

motor play 39% of the time for toy 1, 38% for toy 2, and 33% for toy 3.  Again, 

appropriate motor play increased significantly during the intervention phase for each toy, 

to 91%, 87%, and 96%, respectively.  John demonstrated generalized appropriate play for 

all three related toys after intervention and withdrawal of intervention.  During the 

withdrawal phase, John’s appropriate play skills decreased with all three related toys.  

Researchers concluded that a functional relationship existed between appropriate play 

skills and the video modeling intervention.  Increases in appropriate verbal and motor 

play were observed once the video model was introduced.  Additionally, these skills 

began to diminish during the withdrawal phase.  Moreover, generalization to related toys 

occurred with the video modeling procedure and diminished during the withdrawal phase. 

Transition Behavior 

 Schreibman, Whalen, and Stahmer (2000) used a multiple baseline across 

participants design to assess the effectiveness of video priming in reducing problem 

behavior during transitions.  Three boys (Andrew, Lee, and Nathan) between the ages of 

3 years-3 months to 6 years-5 months, all with previous diagnoses of ASD, participated 

in this study.  The target behavior, tantrum behavior, was defined as any occurrence of 
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whining, crying, screaming, aggression, pulling an adult, verbal resistance, or dropping to 

the ground during transition.  A 30 s partial-interval data recording system was used. A 

second observer collected data for at least one third of all sessions for each child.  Mean 

IOA was 97.9%. 

 The independent variable included a video ranging from one-to-four minutes.  

Videos were developed for each student based on each individual transition problem 

setting.  The experimenters videotaped as they moved through the transition to show what 

the children would see as if from their own perspective, but no models were actually 

shown.  Examples of transition settings included the routine for leaving the house, going 

to stores in the mall, going to department stores, etc.  During the priming procedure the 

participant watched one video and then immediately went to that particular transition 

setting.   

 Results indicated that the video priming technique was effective in reducing the 

transition tantrum behavior for all three children.  During baseline, Andrew exhibited 

target behaviors during 70% of the intervals, which reduced to 5% within one month of 

intervention.  Lee’s level was 60%, which dropped to 0% within 41 treatment sessions.  

Similarly, Nathan displayed target behaviors during 60% of the intervals, which reduced 

to 0% within 3 weeks of intervention.  Researchers concluded that the video priming 

procedure was associated with significant decreases in disruptive tantrum behavior that 

had been typical during transitions for these three students. 

Perspective-Taking Skills 

 LeBlanc et al. (2003) used a multiple baseline design across two tasks to evaluate 

the effectiveness of video modeling and reinforcement on teaching perspective-taking 
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skills to children with ASD. Three boys (Timmy, Bobby, and David) between the ages of 

seven and thirteen participated.  All three were being served primarily within a special 

education setting and were included in regular education classes for at least part of every 

day.  Verbal mental ages for all participants fell between 4 years-10 months and 15 years.  

 The target behavior, perspective-taking, was defined as understanding that 

another person’s beliefs about events will guide their behavior regardless of reality.  

Responses were scored as either a pass or fail by observers.  A second observer scored 

100% of sessions for Timmy, 34% of sessions for Bobby, and 100% of sessions for 

David.  IOA was 100% for all participants. 

 The Sally-Anne task was used for pre- and post-testing.  The Sally-Anne task 

included the use of familiar character/animal puppets.  The child would watch one puppet 

place an object under a bowl while another puppet was present.  Puppet 2 would then 

leave and, in his or her absence, the child would watch puppet 1 place an object under a 

box.  The child was then asked where puppet 2 would look for the object.  The correct 

answer was “under the bowl.”   

 The intervention phase included videos developed for different variations of two 

tasks, Hide and Seek and M&M.  The general Hide and Seek task included two 

experimenters and the child watching a puppet leave footprints as it walked.  One 

experimenter left the room. The second experimenter and the child then watched the 

puppet walk and leave footprints to treasure chest 1, then walk and not leave footprint to 

treasure chest 2.  The puppet placed the treasure in chest 2.  The child was then asked 

which box experimenter 1 would think the treasure was in when he returned.  The correct 

answer was box 1.  In the basic M&M task, the child was shown a large box of candy and 
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asked what he thought was inside.  The contents actually revealed a pencil in the box 

instead of candy.  Then, the child was asked what another person would think was in the 

box.  The correct answer was M&M’s.   

 The researchers developed three variations for the Hide and Seek task and five 

variations for the M&M task.  Each child viewed a video of an adult correctly completing 

one of the tasks.  The video focused in on visual cues while the model explained the 

strategy.  The experimenter then asked the child to respond to a series of perspective-

taking questions.  Upon answering the questions correctly, the experimenter provided 

praise and preferred objects.  Upon answering the questions incorrectly, the experimenter 

provided a replay of the video along with a prompt to pay attention to the video.  Follow-

up data were taken one month after completion of the final training session. 

 Results indicated that video modeling with reinforcement was an effective 

strategy for teaching perspective-taking.  All participants failed tasks and variants during 

baseline.  After viewing the videos, however, they mastered each task and variant even 

when novel vocal and/or motor responses were required.  Each student failed the Sally-

Anne task during baseline, but passed after the treatment condition for the other two 

tasks.  This finding suggested generalization across tasks.  Follow-up was successful for 

two of the three participants.   

 Charlop-Christy and Daneshvar (2003) used a multiple baseline design across 

children and within child across tasks to examine the effects of video modeling on 

perspective-taking skills.  Participants were three boys with ASD (James, Mark, and 

William) who were between the ages of six and nine.  Their mental ages ranged from 2 

years-10 months to 5 years-0 months.  In addition, all three were enrolled in an after-
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school behavior management program.  The dependent variable, perspective-taking, was 

measured by correct versus incorrect verbal or nonverbal responses to perspective-taking 

questions.  All sessions were videotaped and then scored by two trained observers.  IOA 

was 100% for all sessions. 

 Pre-test data were obtained using a modified Sally-Anne task (i.e., with Barney 

and Bugs Bunny).  The independent variable, video modeling, consisted of five first-

order perspective-taking tasks including a modified M&M task, a modified Hide and 

Seek task, a tiger and zebra task, a pizza task, and the tiger false belief task.  Each video 

displayed a familiar adult performing the task and indicating the correct response to the 

false belief.   

 Each participant viewed one video for a task while other perspective-taking tasks 

were still in baseline.  The participant was told to sit quietly and watch the television.  

The experimenter then reviewed what happened in the video.  Each video was presented 

twice, and then the child was tested three times on the task.  Preset criterion was two out 

of three correct responses in a row.  After all sessions were complete, maintenance data 

were collected by assessing perspective-taking tasks without viewing a video first.    

 All three participants failed the pre-testing condition.  Results indicated that 

James required only one viewing of the video to pass both the M&M and Hide and Seek 

tasks, and two viewings to pass the tiger and zebra task.  Moreover, after this third task, 

James was able to pass the rest of the tasks and variations.  Mark was successfully trained 

on all tasks and exhibited stimulus generalization when provided different stimuli than 

presented in the videos.  William required only one viewing of the video to pass his first 

two tasks (i.e., Tiger and Tiger and Zebra tasks).  However, he was unable to pass the 
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third (i.e., Hide and Seek) or fourth (i.e., M&M) tasks.  Two out of the three participants 

passed the post-test. 

 The researchers concluded that stimulus and response generalization occurred for 

all of the children.  In addition, the results supported previous findings regarding the 

effectiveness of video modeling in teaching new skills to children with ASD.   

Communication Skills 

  Buggey et al. (1999) used a multiple baseline across subjects design to determine 

if a video modeling procedure could increase appropriate verbal responding behaviors 

during play activities.  The independent variable, video modeling, was described as 

watching an edited or spliced video utilizing self-modeling that demonstrated correct 

responses to questions during play sequences.  Three children with ASD (Matt, Esther, 

and Fred) between the ages of seven and 12 participated.  The dependent variable, verbal 

responses to questions, was defined as a verbal response provided within 5 s of a question 

that was directly related to the question.  All sessions were videotaped and then scored by 

either two or three trained observers.  IOA for Matt and Fred was 94%, and for Esther 

was 80%. 

 All three children demonstrated increases in the desired responding behavior 

during the intervention phase.  Matt’s appropriate responding behavior increased from a 

mean of 21% in baseline to 45% during intervention.  Esther increased from a mean of 

23% in baseline to 47% during intervention.  Finally, Fred’s appropriate responding 

behavior increased from a mean of 37% during baseline to 72% in intervention.  Buggey 

et al. (1999) concluded that the use of the video modeling procedure appeared to be an 

effective means of teaching appropriate responding behavior during play sequences.  
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 Ryan, a 5 year-7 month old boy with ASD, served as the single subject in a study 

conducted by Maione and Mirenda (2006) that assessed the effects of video modeling 

plus video feedback in teaching social interactions in peer play.  A multiple baseline 

design across three play activities was used.  The dependent variables included the total 

number of verbalizations, frequency of scripted and unscripted verbalizations, and 

frequency of initiations and responses.  Scripted verbalizations were defined as any 

verbalization that matched the video model exactly.  Unscripted verbalizations were 

defined as any verbalization different from that in the video model.  Initiations were 

defined as comments or questions not contingent on the peer’s previous utterance.  

Finally, responses were defined as any verbalization that was contingent on the peer’s 

prior utterance.  All sessions were videotaped and reviewed at a later time.  A second 

observer coded transcripts for 35.7% of all sessions.  IOA was 93.7% for initiations and 

responses and 92.4% for scripted and unscripted verbalizations.   

 The treatment conditions were a video model, a video model plus video feedback, 

and video model plus video feedback and prompting.  The video modeling procedure 

alone included three one-minute videos for each target play activity.  The video modeling 

plus video feedback intervention consisted of showing a video of Ryan and a peer in the 

immediately preceding session, pausing occasionally to help Ryan evaluate whether he 

had engaged in “good talking.”  Verbal praise was given for “good talking,” and the 

researcher remained neutral for “not good talking.” The researcher then provided two or 

three examples of what Ryan could have said when he was not talking.  The video 

modeling plus video feedback and prompting followed the same procedures with the 
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addition of a verbal and/or visual prompt from the experimenter while Ryan was engaged 

in the play activity. 

 For two of the three activities (i.e., Play Doh and Caillou’s Tree House), the video 

modeling procedure showed positive increases in the frequency of verbalizations.  For the 

Chevron Cars activity, neither the video modeling nor the video modeling plus video 

feedback showed any evidence of consistent or positive change in verbalizations.  

However, when video modeling plus video feedback and prompting occurred, 

verbalizations increased and stabilized.  Overall, a dramatic increase in scripted and 

unscripted verbalizations occurred after intervention.  Ryan also produced more 

initiations than responses after the intervention phase.  Maione and Mirenda (2006) 

concluded that the use of video modeling was an effective means to teach social language 

acquisition, but suggested the methodology might need to be adapted (e.g., by adding 

video feedback plus prompting) when difficulties in achieving a stable increase in the 

target behavior arose.  

 Kroeger et al. (2007) conducted a group comparison to examine the effectiveness 

of group-delivered social skills programs via video modeling for children with ASD.  The 

researchers’ main hypothesis was that the children in the direct teaching/video modeling 

group would experience greater increases in prosocial behaviors than the children in a 

play activities group.  Twenty-five children with ASD between the ages of 4 and 6 were 

divided into two groups based upon their parents’ schedule availability.  The dependent 

variable, prosocial behavior, was defined as initiating social interaction, responding to an 

initiation/invitation to socialize, and maintaining the social interaction.  The Social 

Interaction Observation Code (Fox, Gunter, Brady, Bambara, Spiegel-McGill, & Shores, 
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1984) was used for data collection purposes.  Data were collected for the first and last 

session for each group; pre- and post-test data were collected for each child.  A second 

observer collected data for 100% of the coded sessions.  Overall IOA was 98.4%. 

 The independent variable, video model tapes, depicted two typically developing 

peers (ages 5 and 7) who modeled a play task at varying levels of difficulty.  The 

intervention group watched the tape as part of their play session.  After watching the tape, 

they were asked to practice the skill modeled.  Positive reinforcement (verbal praise and 

intermittent edibles) was provided for correct attempts and responses.  If participants 

failed to respond, then the researchers used the least intrusive physical prompt necessary 

to get the correct response.  Results indicated that, although both groups made gains in 

prosocial behavior, the direct teaching group made significantly more gains than the play 

activities group.  Kroeger et al. (2007) concluded that group interventions can be an 

effective methodology with children with ASD.  More importantly, group interventions 

delivered in a direct video modeling instructional format may be more beneficial as 

children in this study made significantly more gains. 

 Wert and Neisworth (2003) studied the effects of video self-modeling on 

improving social communication skills, such as spontaneous requesting, in children with 

ASD.  The researchers used a multiple baseline across subjects design.  Participants were 

four preschool children with ASD ranging in age from 4 years to 5 years-6 months.  The 

dependent variable, spontaneous responding, was defined as the child independently 

asking for an object or action without assistance.  Frequency data were collected and a 

second observer also collected data during 50% of baseline sessions, 60% of intervention 

sessions, and 100% of maintenance sessions.  IOA was 100% for all phases of this study. 
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 The independent variable, video self-modeling, involved each participant engaged 

in “making a movie” in which he or she was to be the star.  Prompting occurred in the 

videos, but the edited tapes only showed requests that appeared to be unprompted and 

spontaneous.  Each video was approximately five minutes in length.  Participants were 

then asked to watch their video at home within 60 minutes of school attendance.  Parents 

were required to either observe and/or video tape the viewing to determine attention to 

video.  Data were then collected at school during the intervention and maintenance 

phases.   

 Participant’s demonstrated marked increases in spontaneous requesting during the 

intervention and maintenance phases.  Participants 1, 2, and 3 all showed variable yet 

increasing trends with intervention, and maintained those levels of spontaneous 

requesting after intervention.  Participant 4 also demonstrated increases during 

intervention, but did not participate during the maintenance phase.  Overall, this study 

showed marked increases in spontaneous requests made by participants in their preschool 

settings.  Moreover, these changes were maintained over a two-to-six week period.  

Participants also exhibited generalization of skills between home and school.   

 Baharav and Darling (2008) examined whether a video modeling procedure 

paired with FM technology would increase the acquisition of language and social skills 

by a young boy (5 years-8 months) with ASD.  An A-B design was used.  Specific 

standardized measurement instruments were administered at three points during the 

study, once prior to beginning the study, once after four weeks of no treatment, and once 

after four weeks of treatment.  The instruments employed included the Autism Diagnostic 

Observation Schedule-Generic (ADOS, Module 1, Lord, Rutter, DiLavore, &Risi, 2002), 
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the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory-Words and Gestures (CDI, 

Fenson, Dale, Reznick, Thal, Bates, Hartung, et al., 1993), and the Vineland Adaptive 

Behavior Scale-Second Edition (Vineland-II, Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Balla, 2005).   

 The dependent variable, social and verbal behaviors, was partially defined for the 

analysis of ADOS sessions to include the percentage of time looking at objects, at people, 

or neither, and the frequency of attention shifts between objects, people, or objects and 

people.  Two trained raters analyzed the three ADOS sessions; overall IOA was 87%.  

The independent variable included a video and FM audio input of the parent talking or 

singing while performing familiar activities.  The child watched and listened to the videos 

two times a day during the intervention phase.   

 After the four-week intervention period, the participant demonstrated significant 

behavioral change.  On the ADOS, he no longer met the cutoff for Autism on the 

Reciprocal Social Interaction and Total score.  On the MacArthur, he doubled the number 

of words produced and increased his comprehension from the 40th to the 85th percentile.  

Overall analyses of videos indicated that he demonstrated increases in attention shifts 

toward people and decreases in attention shifts toward objects.  Finally, the Vineland-II 

showed increases in scores on the communication and socialization domains.  The 

participant was compared to the adjusted Autism norms and, by the end of the study, 

demonstrated an increase from the 60th percentile to the 80th percentile.  The researchers 

concluded that the use of the video modeling plus FM technology facilitated sustained 

attention and a significant increase in communication and social behaviors.   

 Charlop and Milstein (1989) examined the effectiveness of a video modeling 

procedure on the acquisition, generalization, and maintenance of conversational skills, 
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and changes in spontaneous speech.  Participants included three boys with ASD ranging 

in age from 6 years-10 months to 7 years-10 months.  All three were considered to be 

high functioning and verbal, but did not ask questions or engage in much spontaneous 

speech.  The researchers used multiple methodologies for this study, including a multiple 

baseline design across children for conversations A and B, a within-subjects design for 

conversations A and B, and a multiple probe design across conversations A and B.  The 

dependent variable, conversational speech, was defined as answering and asking 

questions related to a particular topic or toy, either scripted or novel.  A second observer 

collected data for 50% of all sessions.  IOA was 97% for child 1, 99% for child 2, and 

99% for child 3.   

 The independent variable, video modeling, consisted of two adults engaging in a 

conversation with an average viewing time of approximately 45 s.  Each child watched 

the video three times consecutively and then was prompted to do the same.  Verbal praise 

and a small edible were given for sitting still, attending to the video, and talking.  If the 

preset criterion was not met, then the video was shown again and the child was retested.   

 Novel responses and question asking increased for each child.  Increases of novel 

responses from baseline to intervention were 0.7 to 17.6 for child 1, 5.2 to 67 for child 2, 

and 0.9 to 6.7 for child 3.  Generalization probes indicated that each child generalized the 

conversations skills – 27 for child 1, 100 for child 2, and 13 for child 3.  Additionally, 

increases in question asking from baseline to intervention were 4 to 10 for child 1, 4 to 30 

for child 2, and 1 to 14 for child 3.  Charlop and Milstein (1989) concluded that all three 

boys acquired conversational speech after the video modeling procedure was 

implemented.  Moreover, the conversational skills generalized to other probes.  Finally, 
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parents reported observing consistent changes in the home environment following 

intervention and, therefore, viewed the treatment effects as socially important.   

 Scattone (2008) used a multiple baseline design across behaviors to assess the 

effectiveness of combining social stories and video modeling to enhance the 

conversational skills of a boy with Asperger Syndrome, which is a specific ASD 

manifested in severe social impairments. The dependent variables included eye contact, 

smiling, and initiations.  Eye contact was defined as looking at the other person for 3 s or 

more.  Smiling was defined as grinning or laughing.  Initiations were defined as 

unprompted questions or comments directed at the other person.  Observational data were 

collected via a partial interval recording method.  A second observer collected data for 

46% of observations.  IOA was 98% for eye contact, 98% for smiling, and 99% for 

initiations. 

 Three social stories were created as the first portion of the independent variable.  

The first story focused on eye contact, the second on eye contact and smiling, and the 

third encompassed all three target behaviors.  The second portion of the independent 

variable, video modeling, showed two adults modeling the target skill that was consistent 

with a social story that was read.  Results indicated that all three target behaviors 

increased with the pairing of a social story and video model.  Eye contact increased from 

6% in baseline to 97% during intervention.  Smiling increased from .6% in baseline to 

7% during intervention.  Finally, initiations increased from .8% in baseline to 33% in 

intervention.  Scattone (2008) concluded that the pairing of social stories with video 

modeling was an effective means to enhance conversational skills with this student with 

Asperger Syndrome. 
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Daily Living Skills 

 Shipley-Benamou et al. (2002) employed a multiple probe design across tasks and 

replicated across participants to determine whether a video of a functional task developed 

from the participant’s point of view could produce skill acquisition in children with ASD.  

Three children with ASD (David, Danny, and Amy) between the ages of 5 years-1 month 

to 5 years-5 months participated.  All three children were living at home and attending an 

early childhood center preschool in a local school district.  Criteria for participation 

included the ability to sit and attend for five-to-ten minutes, follow one-to-two step 

directions, comprehend sequencing, imitate simple fine- and gross-motor movements, 

and choose videos as a preferred activity.  

  The dependent variable, daily living skills/functional skills, was broken down 

into six functional tasks that included making orange juice, preparing a letter to mail, 

putting the letter in the mailbox, taking care of a pet, cleaning the fish bowl, and setting 

the table.  Percentage of task list steps completed correctly was taken during baseline, 

intervention, replication probes, post-treatment, and one-month follow-up.  A second 

trained observer recorded data for one third of the sessions for each child.  IOA for David 

ranged from 98-100% and for Danny and Amy ranged from 96-100%. 

 Results indicated that video modeling was effective in teaching functional skill 

acquisition across all three subjects and the results were maintained during no-video and 

follow-up phases.  All three children’s correct responding increased after the video 

modeling intervention.  Danny increased his appropriate responding from 23% across all 

three behaviors during baseline to 100% across all three behaviors during the video and 

no-video conditions.  David’s appropriate responding increased from 0% during baseline 
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to an average of 94% during the video condition, no-video phase, and one-month follow-

up.  Amy responded below 20% during baseline but reached 100% after the video 

intervention and the no-video phase.  Follow-up indicated a maintenance effect of 100% 

for two of the tasks and 80% for the third task. 

 Shipley-Benamou et al. (2002) concluded that correct responding on tasks 

significantly improved after viewing a video model.  In addition, the current study was 

consistent with previous research indicating that video modeling was an effective means 

to teach children with ASD.  Limitations discussed included the practicality of preparing 

materials and the subjects’ lack of exposure to typical peers.    

 Renfeldt et al. (2003) researched the effectiveness of using a video modeling 

technique to teach a “chained task” (i.e., sandwich making skill) and to generalize and 

maintain that skill.  The researchers used a multiple probe across participants design with 

three adults ranging in cognition from moderate to severe mental retardation.  The 

dependent variable, the chained task of making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, was 

broken down into a 17-step task analysis.  Participants were observed and a percentage of 

the steps performed correctly was calculated.  A second observer collected data for 63% 

of all sessions.  Mean IOA was 99.7%. 

 The independent variable was a two-and-a-half minute video of an adult with a 

developmental disability completing all steps of the sandwich making sequence.  Each 

participant watched the video and was praised for good attending.  After watching the 

video, the participant was asked to perform the same task.  Praise was provided for the 

correct completion of a step. No corrective feedback was provided for incorrect 

completion or skipping steps. Instead, the experimenter completed the skipped step.  If all 
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steps were not completed correctly, then the video was shown again and the participant 

was asked to practice the task again.   

 Results indicated that during the baseline phase, both Jack and George correctly 

completed 35% of the steps and Sue ranged from 41% to 88% in correct step completion.  

The preset criterion for mastery during the intervention phase was correctly completing 

100% of the steps on three consecutive sessions.  Jack met this criterion within 10 

sessions, George within 13 sessions, and Sue within 22 sessions.  Renfeldt et al. (2003) 

concluded that the video modeling procedure was effective in teaching this meal 

preparation skill to adults with moderate to severe mental retardation.     

 Alcantara (1994) used a multiple baseline design across settings and within 

subjects to assess the effectiveness of a videotape instructional package on the acquisition 

of purchasing skills.  Participants included three students with ASD (Will, Nancy, and 

Jeff) who ranged in age from 8 years to 9 years-11 months.  All three students 

demonstrated cognitive abilities within the mentally retarded range.  The dependent 

variable involved components of a purchasing task.  The researchers developed a 32-step 

task analysis list in order to break down the components of this purchasing skill.  

Specifically, the goal was to increase the step completion by each student.  Behavior was 

measured through direct observation of each student either correctly or incorrectly 

completing each step in the task list.  A second observer collected data for 26% of all 

experimental sessions.  IOA was 98% for Will, 99% for Nancy, and 98% for Jeff.    

 The researcher developed two levels of independent variables that included 

videotape instruction alone and videotape instruction paired with in vivo modeling.  

During the videotape instruction, students were instructed to sit in front of the television 
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while the experimenter explained what they would be watching.  The students then 

watched one of 10 videotapes.  Immediately after watching the video, the student was 

transported to the store to complete the same task.  Students watched the videotapes 

between three and five times per week.  During the videotape instruction plus in vivo 

modeling, the students followed the same sequence described above, but a least intrusive 

prompting system (i.e., verbal, demonstration, physical assistance) was incorporated.  

Additionally, positive reinforcement was added to this stage.   

 The videotape instruction phase increased step completion, but the videotape plus 

in vivo modeling showed even stronger results.  For example, during baseline, Will was 

able to complete seven-to-eight steps, but with the video he rapidly increased to 15-to-26 

steps. With the video plus in vivo modeling, he increased to 32 steps.  All students 

demonstrated the same performance trend.  Additionally, maintenance was demonstrated 

for all three students at 31-to-32 steps.  Alcantara (1994) concluded that the videotape 

instructional package appeared to be an effective means for eliciting the acquisition of a 

purchasing skill in children with ASD. 

 Haring et al. (1987) used a multiple baseline design across participants to assess 

the effectiveness of a video modeling procedure to promote generalization across settings 

on shopping and social skills.  Participants included three 20-year olds (one female and 

two males) with ASD who were functioning at a mental age of approximately four-to-

five years old.  The dependent variable, completion of purchasing behavior task analysis 

steps, was defined as the percentage of total steps, operational steps, and social steps 

completed independently and correctly.  Data were collected via observation using a 

checklist of the 21-step task analysis.  A second observer collected data for 27% of all 
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sessions.  Mean IOA for step occurrence was 95.8% and for step nonoccurrence was 

89%.   

 The independent variables included shopping training and videotape 

generalization training.  During the shopping training, students were trained individually 

with an instructor once daily within either their school cafeteria or a local convenience 

store.  Independent correct responses were rewarded with verbal praise, which was 

systematically faded over time.  A series of prompts (i.e., verbal, gestural, physical 

assistance) followed incorrect responses, with the least intrusive used first.  During the 

videotape generalization training, students viewed videos of the same sequence within 

community locations in which they were taught the shopping skills.  Then, the instructor 

asked a series of questions and verbally praised correct responses.  If incorrect responses 

occurred, the video was stopped and the instructor modeled the correct answer and then 

required the student to repeat the correct response.   

 The shopping training alone did not elicit improvements in the percentage of steps 

completed.  However, significant increases in step completion occurred for each 

participant with the introduction of the videos.  Therefore, researchers concluded that the 

video modeling procedure, when paired with training, was effective in promoting 

generalization of purchasing skills. 

Academic Tasks 

 Kinney et al. (2003) used a multiple baseline design to examine the use of video 

modeling in teaching academic tasks, such as generative spelling, to a child with ASD.  

The participant, Ana, was eight-years old at the time of this study.  She was attending a 

regular education classroom as a “fully included” student.  Two dependent variables were 
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examined, spelling and generative spelling.  Spelling was defined as writing the target 

words correctly.  Generative spelling was defined as recombining word beginnings and 

word endings from words previously learned to spell novel words.  The behavior was 

measured by direct observation of correct/incorrect spellings during four phases of 

intervention (described below).  A second observer compared Ana’s spelling to the target 

word during phases 1 through 3.  IOA was 99% for Phase 1, 97% for Phase 2, and 98% 

for Phase 3.  

 The authors developed a computer package including video models for how to 

spell target words and playful video rewards for correct spelling.  The procedures 

consisted of four phases.  During Phase 1, initial baseline testing was conducted on target 

words. Ana viewed a video of the teacher modeling the spelling of a target word, and 

then spelled the target word.  Phase 2 introduced matrix training by exploring whether the 

spelling skills learned in Phase 1 would generalize to novel spellings that recombined 

three word beginnings and three word endings.  Phase 3 involved reevaluating whether 

teaching just a portion of the matrix would elicit correct spellings of the untrained words.  

Phase 4 formally analyzed the training in Phase 3 using three new matrices. 

 Results indicated that the video modeling package increased Ana’s spelling ability 

of target words and increased her ability to spell novel words by recombining initial 

consonants and word endings.  This particular computer package fostered generative 

spelling for this second-grade girl with ASD.  In addition, the study demonstrated both 

generalization and maintenance of the new spelling ability.   
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Developmental Aspects of Math Acquisition 

 Math skill acquisition follows a somewhat linear progression as many of the more 

advanced arithmetic skills build upon a foundation of basic number sense and more 

rudimentary skills.  However, the current literature base has failed to provide clear 

definitions of what number sense entails (Faulkner, 2009).  Van Luit and Schopman 

(2000) identified some of the rudimentary or prerequisite math skills including counting, 

block building, and engaging in basic discussions of questions involving quantities.  The 

researchers proposed that these prerequisites are necessary in order to develop higher 

level arithmetic skills including understanding numbers and concepts, and sequencing 

number names.  Gersten and Chard (1999) described number sense as a prerequisite to 

learning arithmetic similar to phonemic awareness being a prerequisite for reading.  They 

defined number sense merely as possessing a sense of what numbers mean.  This number 

sense is usually thought to develop through environmental experiences and informal 

teaching performed by parents prior to children beginning school (Gersten & Chard, 

1999).   

However, when students arrive in a formal school setting without general number 

sense, it is important to integrate number sense activities simultaneously with number 

fact activities in order to infuse a sense of meaningfulness (Gersten & Chard, 1999).  This 

simultaneous presentation is consistent with the instructional methodology proposed by 

Baroody (2003).  Baroody (2003) described an investigative approach for teaching math 

as being the most effective for educational purposes.  It combines aspects of two other 

approaches (i.e., the conceptual approach, which is directed learning with concrete 

models for meaningful memorization; and the problem solving approach, which is 
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learning by doing) and adds specific teacher guided learning (Baroody, 2003).  

Kaufmann, Delazer, Pohl, Semenza, and Dowker (2005) successfully used this 

investigative approach to teach kindergarten students basic numerical knowledge (i.e., 

counting sequences, concrete counting, cardinality, comparison of concrete objects, 

concrete calculation, and mental calculation).  These basic number sense skills are 

essential building blocks for the ability to understand and perform more advanced 

mathematical concepts and skills.  Similarly, Faulkner (2009) described seven main 

components of number sense (i.e., algebraic and geometric thinking, quantity/magnitude, 

numeration, equality, base ten, form of a number, and proportional reasoning) and their 

relation to language.  Most importantly, this instructional model is not a progressive 

model, rather it requires that each component be linked to curriculum and lesson planning 

(Faulkner, 2009).  Ultimately, the use of language is key in order to obtain full 

understanding of number sense.  Again, as number sense is thought of as a prerequisite or 

building block for more advanced mathematical skills, early number sense is highly 

correlated with later mathematical success.  For example, Jordan, Glutting, Ramineni, 

and Watkins (2010) demonstrated the predictability of an early number sense screener on 

later mathematical achievement on standardized tests through a longitudinal study.          

In general, children with ASD, more specifically those with cognitive delays, 

demonstrate difficulties learning novel information and therefore require curriculum 

modifications and alternative teaching methodologies.  When learning new math 

concepts, students with ASD require more repetition and hands-on tasks than most same 

age peers.  However, these simple strategies do not always ensure success.  Therefore, 
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alternative instructional methodologies are continually sought after in order to maximize 

the learning potential of students with ASD.  

Summary 

 Literature on the use of video modeling procedures is somewhat limited in scope 

within single subject research.  It is a growing area of interest that many researchers have 

concluded is an effective methodology.  However, many of the studies reviewed possess 

methodological limitations. For example, several studies used an AB design.  An AB 

design is merely a case study design that does not produce experimental data.  It does not 

enable clear conclusions regarding functional relationships and effect.  Data derived from 

these types of studies may be quite interesting but are suggestive in nature.   

 Another limitation in the literature review was that many studies demonstrated 

mixed results.  Some participants responded well to the video modeling intervention 

provided, whereas others displayed minimal to no growth with the particular intervention.  

The importance of finding interventions that consistently work with specific populations 

is essential, along with determining what makes participants “different enough” to 

respond differently. 

All of the studies reviewed used appropriate measurement systems and reported 

adequate amounts and high levels of IOA data.  However, many failed to collect data on 

treatment integrity.  Without adequate treatment integrity data, the researchers’ 

conclusions are weakened substantially because they are based on the assumption that 

intervention procedures were implemented as described.  Finally, literature is limited on 

the effects of video modeling on the acquisition of pre-academic/academic skills. In the 
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educational setting, this lack of literature presents a significant problem in determining 

effective strategies to use in teaching pre-academic/academic skills to children with ASD.   
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METHOD 

Participants and Setting 

 This study was conducted on an urban elementary school campus.  The 

classroom, which served ten kindergarten and first grade students with ASD, was staffed 

by one certified special education teacher and two paraeducators.  Students attended the 

full six-hour school day.  A typical day consisted of activities such as circle time/calendar 

activity, morning/afternoon work, outside recess, speech/language and/or occupational 

therapies within the classroom, and lunch within the classroom.  The class did not 

maintain a set reading and math curriculum for all students as needs varied greatly.  

Therefore, curriculum materials were selected and modified based on each individual 

student’s strengths and needs. 

 The participants were Michelle, David, Ivan, and Gabe.  To be included, each had 

to have a documented medical diagnosis of ASD, meeting the criteria set forth by the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition-Text Revision 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2001).  In addition, each had to have normal (i.e., 

typical or corrected) vision and hearing, the ability to sustain attention to (i.e., look at) a 

video clip for 45 s increments, and the absence of severe aggressive behaviors (i.e., 

hitting, biting, kicking, etc.) for a period of three weeks prior to beginning the study.   

Participants were initially recruited based upon the teacher’s report of which 

students within her class met the inclusion criteria.  The teacher gave a list of student 

names to the researcher, then, the researcher distributed information packets to the 

parents via the teacher.  Parents who were interested in having their child participate 

contacted the researcher via telephone to ask questions or let the teacher know that they 
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were interested.  Then, informed consent packets were sent home for those students 

whose parents indicated interest.  Parents signed the informed consent forms and returned 

them to the researcher via the teacher.  Table 1 presents information about the gender, 

age, ethnicity, intellectual quotient descriptive category, and verbal ability scores of each 

participant. 

Table 1 

Student Characteristics 

    Age at     Intellectual Verbal Ability 

    Beginning   Quotient Standard 

Student Gender  of Study Ethnicity Category Score 

 

Michelle Female  5 years-5 Hispanic Delayed Receptive   20 

    months 

David  Male  6 years-3 Caucasian Delayed Receptive   77 

    months      Expressive  88 

Ivan  Male  7 years-1 Hispanic Moderate Receptive   26 

    month    Mental 

        Retardation 

Gabe  Male  7 years-2 Caucasian Delayed Receptive   31 

    months      Expressive<55 

Note.  Receptive verbal ability measured with Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Fourth 

Edition.  Expressive verbal ability measured with Expressive One Word Picture 

Vocabulary Test. 
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 Video development, baseline probes, video viewing, and testing sessions all 

occurred within the Speech and Language Pathologist’s classroom, which was the same 

size as the students’ regular classroom.  Only one student at a time was present during 

video viewing or testing sessions.    

Materials 

  Materials that were used within the therapy room during each session included a 

table (the same size as those found within the participants’ classroom), two chairs, foam 

numbers one through five (i.e., a 3 inch piece of foam in the shape of each of the numbers 

one through five), blocks, buttons, and/or checkers.  In addition, a digital camcorder and 

a MacBook laptop computer were used to record training sequences and play back the 

clips to the participants.   

Dependent Variable 

 The dependent variable, correct student response, was defined as the student 

correctly completing the math task upon teacher request.  Observation of each student 

response was recorded as a “1” if the math task was completed correctly or a “0” if the 

task was completed incorrectly or not completed at all. There were 10 opportunities to 

respond in each testing session.  

Procedures 

General Procedures 

In each session, each child was shown a digital recording of a basic pre-academic 

math concept being taught. The MacBook was used to play each recorded instructional 

lesson. The teacher and one paraeducator from the children’s classroom acted as models 

in the video clips.   Each clip followed the same sequence.  The video camera focused on 
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the teacher sitting on one side of the table.  On the table was one of the numbers found 

between one and five, a group of five blocks, and an empty basket.  The paraeducator, 

who was sitting across from the teacher but not in full view of the camera, showed the 

number to the teacher and said, “This is the number (number).  Put (number) blocks (or 

correct stimulus) in the basket.”  The paraeducator gestured to the basket in front of her 

while stating, “Put (number) blocks (correct stimulus) in the basket,” in order to elicit the 

teacher placing the stimulus materials in the basket.  The teacher then slowly counted out 

loud the correct number of blocks as the camera zoomed in on the teacher’s hands and the 

stimulus materials on the table.  The paraeducator provided verbal praise for the teacher’s 

correct answer.  Each video clip ended at this point.   

Video clips ranged from 15-45 s long.  During the baseline, intervention, and 

maintenance phases of this study, the paraeducator provided positive feedback for all 

correct responding and corrective feedback when students made errors during the 

intervention phase.  

The paraeducator who participated in the video development also acted as the 

interventionist with the participants.  The researcher gave her separate scripts (see 

Appendices A, B, and C for scripts) for each phase and practiced with her prior to 

beginning with the participants.  If the script was not followed, the researcher provided 

her with immediate feedback after the session.  Additionally, if changes were made to the 

script as the study progressed, then the researcher reviewed the changes with the 

paraeducator and required additional practice with the researcher prior to implementing 

the changes with the participants. 
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Baseline Phase   

During this condition, the paraeducator transitioned the target student into the 

Speech and Language Pathologist’s classroom and seated at the table. The student was 

not shown a video clip.  Instead, the paraeducator provided the same verbal prompt that 

was presented at the start of each video clip, “This is the number (number).  Put (number) 

blocks (or other stimulus) in the basket.”  Each of the student’s responses was then 

recorded as correct (1) or incorrect (0).  Each session lasted approximately 5-10 min 

during which time the student had 10 opportunities (trials) to respond to the above 

request.  Within the 10 opportunities, each of the numbers one through five was presented 

two times in a random order.   

Intervention Phase   

The independent variable was the use of the video model plus feedback.  During 

this condition, the target student was transitioned into the Speech and Language 

Pathologist’s classroom and seated at the table in front of the laptop computer.  The 

student was instructed to “sit quietly and watch television,” then the first video was 

played.  Upon completion of the video, the target student was asked to complete the same 

task as seen in the video using the same verbal prompt.  Correct responses were 

positively reinforced via verbal praise.  Corrective feedback was used when incorrect 

responses or no attempt was given.  Corrective feedback involved the paraeducator 

prompting the student to “sit quietly and watch television” again.  Then, the same video 

was played a second time and the testing trial was repeated at the end of the video.  Each 

of the student’s responses was recorded as correct (1) or incorrect (0).  This same process 

was repeated for each session and with each target student.   
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For three of the four students (i.e., Michelle, Ivan, and Gabe), a more intense 

corrective feedback procedure was added.  In this instance, the paraeducator stated, “No, 

like this (name),” and then demonstrated counting and placing the correct number of 

blocks in the basket.  Then, the paraeducator instructed the child to, “Watch television 

again.” Then, the same video was played a second time and the testing trial was repeated 

at the end of the video.  Again, each of the student’s responses was recorded as correct 

(1) or incorrect (0).   

Intervention sessions took approximately 10-15 min during which each student 

had 10 trials. Within the 10 opportunities, each of the numbers one through five was 

presented two times in sequential order.  Intervention sessions occurred approximately 

four times per week.  The expectation was for each student to reach success at the end of 

the intervention period within 30 sessions (i.e., baseline and intervention sessions) or 

between approximately six and 10 weeks as intervention sessions occurred approximately 

four times per week.  However, this varied based on each student’s individual 

performance.   

Maintenance Phase   

Maintenance sessions occurred once a student demonstrated stable correct 

responses. The preset criterion for moving to the maintenance phase was 90% or more 

correct on five consecutive sessions during intervention.  The maintenance sessions 

consisted of the same probe without first viewing the video model.  Positive feedback 

(praise) was provided for responding correctly, but corrective feedback was not provided 

during maintenance.  Each session lasted approximately five to 10 minutes during which 

time the student had 10 opportunities to respond.  Maintenance sessions occurred one 
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time per week for the duration of the study.  David was the only student who moved into 

the maintenance phase.    

Design 

The study used a multiple-probe across subjects design (Richards, Taylor, 

Ramasamy, & Richards, 1999) to evaluate the effectiveness of the video modeling 

treatment.  Intermittent probes provided an alternative to continuous baseline 

measurement to reduce time and resources involved in measurement, limit reactivity, and 

prevent frustration to the participants.  Use of the design was possible because the target 

behavior was not likely to occur prior to intervention (Horner & Baer, 1978; Richards et 

al., 1999).   

After a stable baseline was demonstrated across three of the four subjects, the first 

student entered the intervention phase.  Probe sessions were conducted with the other 

three students once every five days and then twice prior to entry into the intervention 

phase.  In this design, control could be demonstrated when each child reached the preset 

criterion of 90% or more correct responses in five consecutive sessions.  

Data Collection 

Each student response was recorded as a “1” if the math task was completed 

correctly or a “0” if the task was completed incorrectly or not completed at all (see 

Appendix D).  Interobserver agreement (IOA) measures were collected for at least 43% 

of the baseline, treatment, and maintenance sessions for each student.  IOA was 

calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of agreements plus 

disagreements and multiplying by 100%.  A response was calculated as an agreement if 

both observers marked the same response as being performed correctly or incorrectly by 
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the participant within the session.  IOA was 100% for each student across all phases.   

Treatment Integrity   

Treatment integrity (TI) data were collected during 100% of the intervention 

phases for each of the participants.  TI was assessed by a checklist developed by the 

researcher (see Appendix E for the Treatment Integrity checklist).  
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RESULTS 

 The following results are first presented in relation to the entire group of student 

responses during baseline.  Next, each individual participant’s performance is discussed 

as they moved through the baseline, intervention, and maintenance phases.   

 Data presented in Figure 1 indicate that each participant exhibited low 

percentages (mean percentages of 24% or less) of correct responding during the baseline 

condition.  Each of the four participants displayed a stable, low, level trend of 

responding.   

Baseline and Intervention 

Michelle   

During the intervention phase for Michelle, the level of correct responding 

increased from 5% in baseline to 13%.  She remained in the intervention phase for 15 

sessions but failed to demonstrate adequate levels of correct responding even when the 

video model was paired with corrective feedback in the form of in vivo modeling.  

Michelle displayed difficulties attending to the video and required many verbal and 

physical prompts to redirect her attention.  For this reason, videos were stopped and 

restarted during many of the intervention sessions to try to ensure attention to the video.  

Michelle’s participation in this study was discontinued after the 15th intervention session 

due to her inattention and failure to show any substantial gains with the intervention.   

David   

The second participant, David, demonstrated correct responding of 20% during 

baseline.  David consistently matched the color of the number shown with the 

corresponding colored block, which was an unrelated response to the task presented.  
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Therefore, in the baseline condition, David invariably correctly responded to the number 

one simply because he was matching the color of the block to the number presented; 

there was only one block of each color.  With the introduction of the video model during 

the intervention phase, David immediately demonstrated significant increases.  He 

responded correctly at a rate of 70% in the first intervention session and maintained an 

overall mean of 85% throughout the intervention phase.  He demonstrated a high and 

stable rate of correct responding.  David maintained this rate at a level of 97% during the 

maintenance phase (7 sessions over a period of 10 weeks).   

Ivan   

Ivan’s mean was 16% correct responding during baseline.  Similar to David, Ivan 

matched colors during both the baseline and intervention phases.  His level of correct 

responding actually decreased to a mean of 14% during the intervention phase.   

Gabe   

During the intervention phase, Gabe’s correct responding averaged 22% 

compared to an average of 24% during baseline.  However, during the intervention phase, 

observational data indicated that Gabe began to demonstrate the ability to count as he had 

heard on the video.  He began by counting along with the video and then while he was 

performing the required task.  However, he frequently failed to stop putting blocks in the 

basket at the correct number, often putting all five blocks in regardless of the number 

presented.  The researcher did not collect specific data regarding his ability to count 

aloud as it was not the target response examined in the current study. 
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Summary   

Overall, results varied for the participants.  David demonstrated immediate and 

significant increases in correct responding, which maintained over time and with different 

stimuli.  However, each of the other three participants failed to show such gains.  

Treatment Integrity 

TI data for Michelle, Ivan, and Gabe was 100%.  TI data for David was 97.9%.  

IOA data were collected for 36% of the treatment integrity sessions.  TI IOA was 100%.  
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Figure 1 

Percentage of Correct Student Responses 
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DISCUSSION 

 The purpose of the current study was to examine the effects of a specific video 

modeling procedure on the acquisition of a pre-academic skill by students with ASD and 

to extend the current literature supporting the effectiveness of video modeling (e.g., 

Kinney et al., 2003; Schreibman et al., 2000; Alcantara, 1994; Buggey et al., 1999; 

Charlop-Christy & Daneshvar, 2003; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003).  The study examined 

whether the use of a video modeling procedure paired with feedback would facilitate an 

increase in the acquisition of a basic mathematical skill by students with ASD.  This 

intervention demonstrated immediate positive effects for one (David) of the four students.  

Additionally, the effects maintained over time and generalized to the classroom setting.  

As reported by David’s teachers, while David was in the intervention phase he began 

counting aloud during relevant calendar activities and counting students within the 

classroom.  More specifically, he was able to recognize when the number of people in the 

room changed and, on one occasion, after a student left the room, he correctly stated, 

“now, there are 8.”    

 The three other participants (Michelle, Ivan, and Gabe) did not demonstrate the 

same response as David.  However, other important effects were noted with Michelle and 

Gabe.  Michelle was completely nonverbal prior to beginning this study.  However, 

through the course of the study, she was observed to attempt repeating many of the 

numbers and words used within the videos.  It appeared as though the use of the video 

modeling may have increased her acquisition of some verbal language, consistent with 

the findings of Baharav and Darling (2008).  Her teachers reported that this was an 

important gain even if she was not demonstrating understanding of the concept being 
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taught in the videos.  Therefore, it may be beneficial for future research to include 

measure of additional benefits that may not necessarily be the target behavior but may 

provide practical importance.  Additionally, future research may need to identify 

alternative means to assess a skill rather than merely the structured one established. 

 During the intervention phase, Gabe began to demonstrate the ability to count as 

he had heard on the video.  However, he frequently failed to stop putting blocks in the 

basket at the correct number, often putting all five blocks in regardless of the number 

presented.  Again, his teachers reported that the skill he was demonstrating (i.e., rote 

counting) was a new and important skill acquired since participating in the current study.   

 The question arose as to why the four students demonstrated very different 

results.  More specifically, the question arose as to what made David different from the 

other three participants so that the effects were so immediate and consistent with him, but 

not evident with the others.  In working with the four students, it became apparent that 

they possessed very different levels of verbal language.  This was not an area that was 

reviewed as a prerequisite or a comparison piece early on in the study.  However, in order 

to determine if verbal ability might be part of the reason for the differences in the effect 

of the intervention, the investigator examined recent receptive and expressive verbal 

ability test results for each participant.  David and Gabe had administrations of both the 

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Fourth Edition (PPVT-4) and the Expressive One-

Word Picture Vocabulary Test (EOWPVT), whereas Michelle and Ivan had only been 

able to attempt the PPVT-4 (Dunn & Dunn, 2007; Brownell, 2000).   

 David displayed significantly higher standard scores on both the receptive and 

expressive measures when compared to the other three participants.  Because verbal 
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ability is highly correlated with academic success (Gustin & Corazza, 1994; Beck, 

Spurlock, & Lindsey, 1988; Badian, 1990), this may be in part related to why David 

performed so much better with the video modeling intervention than the other students.  

Additional literature specifically links language and number sense, which may also 

contribute to David’s success (Faulkner, 2009).  However, this is an area that requires 

further research in order to determine if the video modeling technique can be successful 

in teaching academic skills to other students with ASD who have similar borderline to 

low average verbal abilities, as David showed.   

 Overall, the results of this study were inconsistent with much of the literature and 

meta-analyses showing the positive effects of video modeling procedures (Ayres & 

Langone, 2005; Bellini & Akullian, 2007; Delano, 2007; McCoy & Hermansen, 2007).  

The current study did not demonstrate overall effectiveness of the video modeling 

procedure in teaching a basic math skill.  However, David’s response to the intervention 

and acquisition of the math skill was consistent with other findings specifically related to 

academic tasks (Kinney et al., 2003).  Additionally, David’s immediate acquisition, 

maintenance, and generalization of the math skill were consistent with the findings of 

studies related to acquiring daily living, communication, play/social skills, and 

perspective taking skills (Shipley-Benamou et al., 2002; Wert & Neisworth, 2003; 

LeBlanc et al., 2003; MacDonald et al., 2005; Charlop-Christy & Daneshvar, 2003). Yet, 

conclusions about the effectiveness of the procedure cannot be made even though one 

student (David) responded favorably. 

 Previous studies outlined in the literature possessed methodological limitations 

such as using an AB design.  Since the AB design is merely a case study and does not 
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enable clear conclusions to be drawn, the current study used a multiple baseline probe 

design across students in order to produce experimental data that could potentially 

provide information regarding functional relationships and effect.  Although the 

methodology of the current study was designed to elicit more experimental data, the 

inconsistent results obtained prohibit conclusions from being drawn. 

 Another limitation of previous research was that many studies demonstrated 

mixed results, with some participants responding well to the intervention and others 

minimally or not at all.  The current study also demonstrated these mixed results.  This 

raises the question regarding sampling issues.  It appears as though the current literature 

base has not been able to adequately define the prerequisite criteria or student 

characteristics required for the video modeling technique to be consistently effective.  

Additional questions arise as to whether the details of instruction are relevant in overall 

effectiveness of the intervention (e.g., self vs. peer vs. adult modeling, focusing on one 

number at a time until mastery, functionality of the task presented).  Perhaps students 

experience rapid acquisition of more functional tasks due to the relevant functional 

payoff they experience.  Moreover, the details and requirements of the actual task may 

impact student performance.  Students may experience more rapid skill acquisition if 

researchers perform a task analysis and focus on teaching one component of that task.   

 Finally, previous studies often failed to collect treatment integrity data, which 

weakened the conclusions because they were based on the assumption that interventions 

were implemented as described.  The current study collected treatment integrity data that 

supported accurate intervention implementation.  However, results still varied greatly 

amongst participants.  Again, the question arises as to whether the details of the 
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instruction/intervention are relevant in the lack of consistent responsiveness amongst 

participants.   

 The original proposed methodology in this study was altered as the study 

progressed, similar to the need for methodology modifications in previous research 

related to acquiring social language (Maione & Mirenda, 2006).  Due to the lack of 

response or incorrect responding by Michelle, Ivan, and Gabe, a more intense corrective 

feedback procedure was added in order to assess whether they were able to acquire the 

target skill with additional supports. Specifically, when the participants incorrectly 

responded or did not respond at all, the paraeducator stated, “No, like this (name),” and 

then demonstrated counting and placing the correct number of blocks in the basket.  

Then, the paraeducator instructed the child to, “Watch television again.” Then, the same 

video was played a second time and the testing trial was repeated at the end of the video.  

This additional corrective feedback offered both in vivo and video modeling of the skill 

again in order to provide as much repetition and visual support as might be necessary.  

However, this did not prove to be successful. 

 Several limitations in the current study should be noted.  First, the fact that verbal 

ability was not examined and held constant prior to the recruitment of participants may 

have negatively impacted the results.  Future research should attempt to recruit 

participants who have similar verbal abilities within the borderline to low average range 

in order to assess the contribution of this possible prerequisite in using video modeling to 

teach basic academic tasks.   

 Second, conclusions cannot be drawn based on David’s response to intervention 

within this study.  It may be interesting to follow up with a multiple baseline design 
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across tasks but within subject in order to draw more specific conclusions about the 

effectiveness of a video modeling procedure across several basic academic tasks within 

one participant such as David. This multiple baseline design across tasks but within 

subject is similar to the design used in Kinney et al. (2003), Scattone (2008), and 

D’Ateno et al. (2003).  Such a study would provide extremely useful information in the 

practical sense when working with students within a classroom setting and developing 

individualized instructional methods.   

 Third, the current study used familiar adults as actors within the videos.  The 

adults were staff members from the participants’ classroom with whom the children had 

daily interaction and contact.  Use of such models may limit the generality to this 

particular type of model. The question arises for future research as to whether results 

would vary or be more similar to Sherer et al. (2001), Buggey et al. (1999), and Reagan 

et al. (2006) if models consisted of self, sibling, or familiar same-age peers, the idea 

being that participants may relate to and, therefore, respond better to models who are 

more similar to themselves.   

 Fourth, the current study was conducted in the speech/language pathologist’s 

classroom, which doubled as the “sensory room” for these students.  Many of the 

materials, visuals, and people entering or leaving the room may have presented as 

additional distractions for the participants.  Future research should attempt to use an 

environment that can minimize the additional external stimuli that may be distracting to 

the participants.    

 Finally, the materials selected for this study – colored blocks – just happened to 

match the colors of the foam numbers (i.e., each foam number was a different color and 
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each of the blocks was also a different yet corresponding color).  This presented as a 

problem specifically for Ivan as he seemed to perseverate on matching the color of the 

block to the color of the number presented, even during the intervention phase.  Perhaps 

if the blocks had been a neutral color, he might have been able to focus on the task being 

asked rather than on color matching.   

 Future research should attempt to control for verbal ability differences by 

examining verbal scores and recruiting participants based on a preset verbal ability 

criterion. This could be accomplished by assessing the expressive vocabulary skills of 

potential participants and recruiting those who demonstrate similar borderline to low 

average expressive verbal abilities.  Additionally, future research should attempt to use 

self or same-age peers as models rather than adults, as the participants may attend and 

relate more to similar same age peers.  Finally, future research conducted with a multiple 

baseline design across tasks within one subject may lend important information regarding 

the effectiveness and limitations of video modeling in enhancing the effectiveness of 

individualized instructional techniques. 

 The current study is only one of a small sector of studies examining video 

modeling procedures and pre-academic or academic skill acquisition in children with 

ASD.  However, this area continues to be of utmost importance in order to find effective 

instructional methods for students with ASD.  The video modeling procedure in the 

current study was only effective for one participant (David), however other potential 

benefits were noted amongst the other participants and should be the subject of future 

research.    
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APPENDIX A 

BASELINE SCRIPT 
 

Teacher:  “This is the number (number).  Put (number) blocks in the basket.” 
 
After any attempt (correct or incorrect) by the student, offer praise for responding such  
 
as,  
 
 “Good trying!”  “I like your effort!” 
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APPENDIX B 
 

INTERVENTION SCRIPT 
 

Teacher:  Instruct the student to “sit quietly and watch television.” 
 
(play first video clip) 
 
Upon completion of video clip, begin task… 
 
Teacher:  “This is the number (number).  Put (number) blocks in the basket.” 
 
If student responds correctly, provide verbal praise such as, “good job!” or “nice work!” 
 
If student responds incorrectly or provides no response at all, provide corrective feedback 
 
by saying, “No, sit quietly and watch television again.” 
 
Repeat above for each video clip. 
 
Added for three participants--- 
 
If student responds incorrectly or no response at all, provide corrective feedback and  
 
demonstrate…  “No, like this (name).”  Then, count and place the appropriate # of blocks 
 
in the basket.  Then instruct the child to, “watch television again.” 
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APPENDIX C 
 

MAINTENANCE SCRIPT 
 

Teacher:  “This is the number (number).  Put (number) blocks in the basket.” 
 
After any attempt (correct or incorrect) by the student, offer praise for responding such 
 
as,  
 
 “Good trying!”  “I like your effort!” 
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APPENDIX D 
 

DATA COLLECTION FORM 
 
Student Name:  ________________________________________ 
 
Session Number:  _______ 
 

  
Trial Number Correct = 1 Incorrect = 0 

1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   
7   
8   
9   
10   
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APPENDIX E 
 

TREATMENT INTEGRITY CHECKLIST 
 
  1.  Student was seated at table in front of television upon entering intervention 

room. 

  2.  Student was instructed to, “Sit quietly and watch television.” 

  3.  Video was played. 

  4.  Upon completion of video, student was instructed to complete same task as 

seen in video using the same verbal prompt as in video. 

  5.  The student’s response was recorded as correct (1) or incorrect (0). 

  6.  Scripted verbal praise was given for correct response; scripted corrective 

feedback given for incorrect response and video replayed. 
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